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Abstract—In this study, a mode‐ stirred reverberation 

chamber (RC) was designed and proposed for the first time as a 

cell culture incubator for in vitro electromagnetic waves exposure 

of adherent cells in tissue culture plates. Typical cell incubators 

require specific conditions such as temperature of 37°C and 

humidity rate of 95 % which are challenging conditions for a RC. 

The chamber was characterized as an RC through an innovative 

experimental methodology based on the measurements of the S11 

parameter of the emitting antenna. The proposed RC is adapted 

for in vitro bioelectromagnetic experiments for simultaneous 

exposure of up to ten tissue culture plates under highly 

homogeneous exposure conditions at 3.5 GHz, i.e., the 

mid-frequency band of the 5G telecommunication networks. 

Results showed that the specific absorption rate (SAR) in the 

exposed samples extracted from temperature measurements was 

similar (an acceptable maximum variation lower than 30% was 

observed) in reason of the homogeneity and the uniformity of the 

field within the chamber. Specifically, measured SAR values were 

around 1.5 and 1 W/kg per 1 W of incident power, in 6-well or 96- 

well tissue culture plates used for biological exposure, 

respectively.  

 
Index Terms—5G, cell culture incubator, in vitro exposure, 

mode stirrer, reverberation chamber, specific absorption rate 

(SAR), well stirred condition. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

HE fifth generation of telecommunication technologies, 

i.e., the 5G, has been recently deployed to face the 

tremendous increase of mobile data traffic [1]. Numerous 

advantages are related to the use of 5G including faster data 

rates beyond several Gbit/s, low latency, more compact size of 

radiating structures, and lower interferences between devices 

[2]. The roll-out of 5G communication systems aims to 

improve the current mobile phone telecommunications in order 

to reach the ambitious project of an all-digital and 

hyper-connected society. The 5G technology will be indeed 

associated with the exponential growth of the Internet of Things 

(IoT) including, for instance, virtual reality, driverless cars, 

smart homes and cities, telemedicine [3]–[5]. 

In addition to the frequencies already used by existing 

generations of mobile telephony, three novel frequency bands 

will be exploited: the 700 MHz (694–790 MHz) and 3.5 GHz 

(3.4–3.8 GHz) bands and later on the 26 GHz band 

(24.25–27.5 GHz) [6]. Overall, such technological 

developments will impact general public exposure arising new 

questions about the safety and specific health effects of 5G. The 

majority of the already published studies, periodically reviewed 

over the last 30 years by international expert committees 

[7]–[10], concern the potential effects induced by 0.8–2.3 GHz 

and Wi-Fi signals at 2.45 GHz or higher frequencies around the 

26, 40, and 60 GHz bands [11], [12]. However, existing 

scientific literature concerning the 3.5 GHz frequency band is 

rather limited (a complete review can be found in [6]). Thus, 

reported data is not sufficient to assess any established health 

effect deriving from these exposure levels [6], [13].  

From a physical point of view, the electromagnetic (EM) 

characteristics of biological tissues absorption at 3.5 GHz are 

similar to those at frequencies between 1 and 2.5 GHz. To 

determine possible differences in terms of induced effects 

between the above-mentioned frequency bands, specific 

dosimetry studies and experimental evidence are required. To 

this end, new exposure setups able to precisely reproduce 

exposure conditions at 3.5 GHz must be designed.  

Numerous exposure systems were developed over the years 

for bioelectromagnetic studies to assure reliable and 

reproducible exposure conditions for both in vivo and in vitro 
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studies [14]. Reverberation chambers (RCs) emerged, among 

others, as excellent instruments to enable longtime samples 

exposures to a homogeneous EM field [15]–[18]. 

RCs are electrically large enclosures with highly conductive 

walls where a statistically homogeneous, randomly polarized, 

and isotropic field distribution is achieved by mechanical or 

frequency stirring [19]. RCs were firstly proposed by the 

pioneer works of A. Mendez [20], P. Corona [21], and the 

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [22] to 

perform EM compatibility measurements. Nowadays, RCs are 

exploited by many applications for military activities [23], 

automobile industry [24], aeronautics [25], or the study of EM 

waves biological effects [26]. The possibility to use RCs for 

bioelectromagnetic applications was explored under the 

National Toxicology Program (NTP) for the simultaneous 

exposure of more than hundred unrestrained rodents 

individually housed in plastic cages up to 24 hours per day to 

Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) and 
Code-Division Multiple Access (CDMA) at 0.9 and 1.9 GHz 

[16], [26], [27]. Compared to other exposure systems, RCs 

allow performing long time exposure with unrestrained animals 

while maintaining a high level of overall exposure efficiency. 

Therefore, RCs found increasing interest among the 

bioelectromagnetic society for the development of in vivo 

exposure systems operating within the 0.9–2.45 GHz band [16], 

[17], [26], [28]–[30]. In addition, RCs feasibility was also 

proved at frequencies as high as 10 GHz [31] or 60 GHz [32], 

[33]. To the best of our knowledge, in vitro exposures in an RC 

were only explored in [17]. Authors exposed up to eight petri 

dishes to 0.9 GHz frequency signal in a customized chamber 

able to provide the desired cellular conditions. A heating device 

and an air fan (located above and below the exposed samples, 

respectively) were used to maintain the chamber at 37°C while 

each dish was enclosed in a plexiglass box to control the desired 

level of CO2 (5%). A low level of specific absorption rate 

(SAR) of the order of only few mW/kg was locally measured in 

the exposed dishes.  

In this study, we propose a cell culture incubator converted 

into an RC adapted for in vitro exposure of several tissue 

culture plates (TCPs) at 3.5 GHz. 5G technology exposures can 

be achieved with this RC setup under a controlled atmosphere 

(37 °C, 5% CO2). The proposed chamber was validated through 

EM and thermal measurements. The chamber was 

characterized in the 1–6 GHz frequency band using an 

innovative technique based on the measurements of the 

reflection coefficient of the emitting antenna. Then, local SAR 

was experimentally quantified at 3.5 GHz in the exposed cell 

culture medium.  

The paper is organized as follows. The exposure system is 

presented in Section II and characterized in Section III. In 

Section IV, experimental results in terms of SAR are presented 

and discussed in detail. Conclusions are drawn in section V.  

 

 

II. PRESENTATION OF THE EXPOSURE SYSTEM 

The exposure system designed and characterized in this 

study is presented in Fig. 1. A BINDER CB 150 biological 

incubator (BINDER Gmbh, Tullingen, Germany), with 

stainless steel walls and inner dimensions of 0.5 × 0.5 × 0.6 m, 

was used as a RC to guarantee a controlled atmosphere (37°C, 

5% CO2) during exposure of cells.  

As illustrated in the inset of Fig. 1, a homemade patch antenna 

matched over the 1–6 GHz frequency range was used to deliver 

a continuous (CW) signal at 3.5 GHz into the RC. The antenna 

input was connected through an SMA cable to the signal 

generation unit located outside the incubator. The generation 

unit was composed of a radiofrequency (RF) signal generator 

(SMBV100A, Rohde & Schwarz, Munich) connected to a 

45-dB gain, amplifier (Mini-circuits, ZHL-16W-43+, NY, 

USA) followed by a high-power circulator (Pasternack, 

PE83CR1005, CA, USA), and a bidirectional coupler 

(Mini-circuits, ZGBDC30-372HP+, NY, USA) connected to 

the antenna. Incident and reflected powers at the input of the 

antenna measured with two power sensors (Agilent N1921A, 

USA) were monitored with a power meter (Agilent N1912A, 

USA) connected to the bidirectional coupler. 

As explained later, during SAR measurements, mechanical 

mode stirring process was used to continuously modify the 

boundary conditions of the whole system and therefore obtain 

an averaged homogeneous and isotropic EM field within the 

chamber [34]. A metallic stirrer composed of 8 rectangular 

blades of 8 × 10 × 1 cm
3
 was used (inset of Fig. 1). To allow 

continuous rotation of the stirrer during the exposure, a 

motorized precision rotation stage (PRM1/MZ8, Thorlabs Inc., 

Newton, NJ) driven via a K-Cube DC servo controller 

(KDC101, Thorlabs) was employed. Five plastic racks (209 × 

172 × 62 mm
3
, Dutscher, France) were piled up to obtain a 

compact structure accommodating up to ten TCPs (two per 

level). A 3-cm diameter hole on the incubator side allows 

connecting the antenna to the bidirectional coupler and the 

motor stage to the motor controller located outside the 

incubator. To ensure statistical field uniformity and isotropy, 

the antenna, the stirrer, and the plastic support were set in the 

chamber at a distance from each other greater than λ/4 and 

greater than λ/2 from the incubator walls, with λ being the 

wavelength at 3.5 GHz (e.g., 8.5 cm) [35].  

A water reservoir, filled with 300 ml of water, located at the 

bottom of the chamber allowed maintaining the desired level of 

humidity (95%). A metallic grid located above the reservoir 

sustained the patch antenna, the metallic stirrer with its rotation 

stage, and the plastic support hosting the TCPs during the 

exposure. A homemade software allowed to monitor different 

parameters including the input power, the duration of the 

exposure, and the stirrer rotation.  

III. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE EXPOSURE SYSTEM AS AN RC 

The performances of the exposure system as an RC must be 

characterized before application for in vitro bioelectromagnetic 
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“well-stirred condition method” recently published [36], [37]. 

 

 
 

(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 1.  (a) Schematic of the exposure system: 1) A cell culture incubator converted into a reverberation chamber containing the patch antenna, the stirrer with its 

motor, the plastic holder hosting ten tissue culture plates (TCPs), the fiber optic (FO) probe used for temperature measurements, and the water reservoir (on the 
left); 2) signal generation unit (center); 3) monitoring unit (on the right). Dimensions are not to scale. (b) Picture of the incubator containing the stirrer, the water 

reservoir, the antenna (on the back), and the holder of the TCPs. The insets on the right show a picture of a 6- (on the top) and 96- (on the bottom) well TCPs with 

diameter (d) of 34.8 and 6.4 mm, respectively, used in this study.  
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This method recently published [36], [37]. This method, briefly 

summarized hereafter, allows to determine the minimum 

operating frequency, defined as fwsc, from which the chamber is 

considered “well-stirred” (WS). The exposure system was 

characterized from stepwise mode stirrer positions through 

measurements of the reflection coefficient, i.e., the S11 

parameter of the emitting antenna.  

 

A. Well-Stirred Condition Method 

The WS condition method investigates the ability of the 

chamber to produce an EM field matching the characteristics of 

a “well-stirred” (or ideal) RC. The complete definition of the 

WS method, given in [37], requires assessing, at a given 

frequency, the distribution of the EM field as well as the 

correlation of the collected samples. This is respectively carried 

out thanks to the Anderson-Darling (AD) goodness-of-fit 

(GOF) test [38] and to the first-order autocorrelation coefficient 

r(1) [39]. These parameters are extracted from the stirred part of 

the S11 parameter of the emitting antenna installed in the RC, 

calculated for each stirrer position through the removal of the 

S11 vector average obtained for the different stirrer positions. A 

polynomial curve fitting allows the definition of two different 

frequencies: f1 related to the EM field distributions and f2 

related to the EM sample correlation. These frequencies are 

obtained using theoretically justified threshold values when 

each criterion corresponding to a WS RC is assumed to be 

respected. To ensure that both criteria are matched, the 

maximum value between f1 and f2 is considered as the fwsc 

frequency. In this study, the S11 parameter of the emitting 

antenna, shown in Fig. 2., was measured with a vector network 

analyzer. Measurements were performed for N equal to 50 

equidistant positions of the mode stirrer, with 7.2° between two 

successive positions, over 1601 frequencies linearly spaced 

between 1 and 6 GHz. On the contrary, SAR measurements 

were performed with the stirrer continuously rotating during 

sample exposure.  

The influence of the TCPs number introduced in the exposure 

system on f1, f2, and fwsc  was analyzed by progressively adding 

up to ten TCPs to the “unloaded” configuration of the 

incubator, i.e., the incubator containing the patch antenna, the 

stirrer and its motor stage, the reservoir with 300 ml of water 

and the support without TCPs.  

To satisfy biological requirements, two types of TCPs with 6- 

and 96-well TCPs were used (inset of Fig. 1(b)). To guarantee a 

typical biological environment during exposure, each well of 

the 6- and 96- TCPs was respectively filled with 2 ml and 200 

µl of cell culture medium (Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium, 

Gibco/Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA). 

The chamber was progressively loaded with the following 

configurations: 

 2 TCPs: two 6-well TCPs corresponding to 24 ml of cell 

culture medium;  

 4 TCPs: four 6-well TCPs (48 ml);  

 6 TCPs: four 6-well TCPs and two 96-well TCPs (86.4 

ml); 

 8 TCPs: four 6-well TCPs and four 96-well TCPs 

(124.8 ml);  
 10 TCPs: four 6-well TCPs and six 96-well TCPs 

(163.2 ml).  

Fig. 3 presents the results obtained for the unloaded 

configuration while Table I contains f1, f2, and fwsc values for all 

the tested configurations. As observed, f1 is always around 

1 GHz signifying that the ideal EM field distributions (i.e., the 

Rayleigh distribution for the S11 stirred samples) are matched 

above this frequency for all the configurations. The slight 

variation of f1 around 1 GHz, assumed not significant, is due to 

the sensitivity of the AD GOF test (see [36], [37] for further 

details). Moreover, the insertion of the TCPs in the RC induces 

as expected an increase of f2, i.e., an increase of the correlation 

between the mode stirrer positions. Indeed, the frequency fwsc 

varies from 3.3 to 4.5 GHz depending on the number of inserted 

TCPs in the exposure system. The addition of TCPs contributes 

to the decrease of the RC quality factor (Q-factor) which is 

known to increase the correlation of the measured samples.  

It is worth noting that a value of fwsc greater than 3.5 GHz 

(meaning that two successive mode stirrer positions are not 

perfectly uncorrelated at such frequency) still remains 

compliant, as shown later, with bioelectromagnetic exposures 

at this frequency. In particular, the fact that the ideal EM 

distributions of a well-stirred RC are well respected for 

frequencies above 1 GHz in all configurations allows to be 

confident on the homogeneity of the SAR values obtained at 

any location of the wells within the cell culture incubator (and 

this is demonstrated later in section IV). 

 

B. Quality Factor 

The composite Q-factor of an RC is used to describe the 

ability of the chamber to store energy or in other terms the 

amount of losses occurring in the RC. For the RC 

 

 
 

Fig. 2.  Magnitude of the S11 parameter of the antenna for the unloaded 

configuration of the exposure system measured over 50 positions of the mode 
stirrer (step = 7.2°). The red plot is the average value calculated over all the 

positions. 
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characterization process, establishing the Q-factor parameter is 

fundamental. The Q-factor is defined as the ratio between mean 

stored and transmitted energies in the chamber [40]:  

 

   
         

  
 (1) 

with ω the angular frequency (rad/s), ε the permittivity (F/m), V 

the RC volume (m
3
),       the average total electric field 

strength (V/m), and    the antenna transmitted power (W).   

The Q-factor can be experimentally estimated from the S11  

measurement of an antenna [40]:  

               
  

     

  
 

                 
     

 (2) 

with ω the angular frequency (rad/s), ε the permittivity (F/m), V 

the RC volume (m
3
),    the wave impedance (Ω), η the antenna 

efficiency, and λ the wavelength (m).  

The estimated Q obtained from S11 measurements over the 

whole frequency band considered in this study for three 

different loading configurations is reported in Fig. 4. As 

observed, the Q-factor even in the unloaded configuration is 

relatively low (lower than 1000). This is also consistent with 

the EM field distributions which are verified above 1 GHz due 

to the excellent modal recovering [41] and also with the 

residual correlation observed at 3.5 GHz. As expected, the 

insertion of 2 TCPs results in a greater Q-factor (~ 280) 

compared to 10 TCPs (~ 135) around the frequency of 3.5 GHz 

(values averaged over a 40 MHz bandwidth).  

In addition, the knowledge of Q allows predicting the 

average total electric field      , which can be obtained in the 

RC for a given transmitted power    [36]: 

       
   
   

 
  

  
 
 

 
 (3) 

Therefore, for 13 W of incident power, the estimated E-field 

in the incubator at 3.5 GHz is between approximatively 360 and 

250 V/m when varying the load from 2 to 10 TCPs, 

respectively.  

 

IV? Numerical Simulations 

To validate experimental dosimetry, numerical simulations 

were also performed using a three-dimensional finite difference 

time domain (FDTD)-based electromagnetic method [42]–[44]. 

This allows the investigation of SAR values and homogeneity 

within the exposed samples.  

Computer‐ aided design (CAD) model of the exposure 

system is represented in Fig. x. The cell culture incubator was 

modelled as a metallic box of x × x × x m
3
. All the elements 

inside the chamber were modelled, including the patch antenna, 

the stirrer (motor?), the water reservoir, and the plastic support 

accommodating 10 TCPs. The patch antenna was modeled as… 

Stirrer…    

The TCP and the support were modeled as polystyrene with a 

relative permittivity εr and an electrical conductivity σ (S/m) of 

x and x S/m, respectively. For the cell culture medium, at 3.5 

GHz, εr and σ (S/m) of x and x were used, respectively. 

The simulations were performed using a mesh with a cell size 

ranging from x µm in the liquid up to y µm in free space. XXX 

boundary conditions were used.  

TABLE I 
F1, F2, AND FWSC, OF THE UNLOADED AND LOADED INCUBATOR WITH 

INCREASING NUMBER OF TISSUE CULTURE PLATES (TCPS)  

Number of TCPs Liquid volume (ml) f1 (GHz) f2 (GHz) fwsc (GHz) 

0 (Unloaded) 0 < 1 3.36 3.36 

2 24 < 1 3.62 3.62 
4 48 1.09 3.82 3.82 

6 86.4 1.06 4.22 4.22 

8 124.8 1.08 4.3 4.3 

10 163.2 1.15 4.5 4.5 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 4.  Comparison of the average quality factor (Q) of the exposure system 

calculated using (2) for 3 different configurations, including the unloaded 

incubator, or loaded with 2 and 10 tissue culture plates (TCP). 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.  Results related to the “well-stirred condition” method for the unloaded 
configuration of the exposure system. On the upper subplot, the corrected 

statistic Am
2 of the AD GOF test for each frequency, the 6th order polynomial 

curve fit as well as the value of f1 are presented. On the lower subplot, the 
first-order autocorrelation coefficient r(1) for each frequency, the 6th order 

polynomial curve fit as well as the value of f2 are presented. 
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50 simulations were performed to consider a complete 

rotation of the stirrer with 7.2° between two successive 

positions, and averaged to obtain SAR values…  

 

IV. RESULTS 

In this section, SAR values retrieved through experimental 

measurements are presented and discussed. 

 

A. SAR Measurements Protocol 

SAR is defined as the EM power dissipated per unit mass in 

the exposed sample and it represents the basic dosimetric 

parameter used to quantify the exposure levels at a given 

frequency. SAR can be obtained either from the measurement 

of the EM-induced heating or from electric field values in the 

medium [42]. Herein, temperature measurements during 

exposure were performed in cell culture medium (Dulbecco’s 

modified eagle medium [Gibco/Life Technologies, Carlsbad, 

CA]) to retrieve local SAR values from the initial phase of the 

heating kinetics using the following equation: 

        

  
 
      

 (4) 

where C is the biological sample heat capacity (typically 4180 

J/(kg·K) for cell culture medium) and ∂T/∂t is the initial slope 

of the temperature curve when the effect of thermal convection 

on the exposed liquid is negligible [43].  

A fiber-optic (FO) thermometer (Luxtron One, Lumasense 

Technologies, CA, USA) was used in our experiments to 

acquire local temperature elevation within an estimated 1 mm
3
 

volume inside the exposed medium. Samples were exposed 

during 144-s with the mode stirrer continuously rotating at a 

constant angular velocity of 10 degrees per second, i.e., four 

complete revolutions of the stirrer. Measurements were 

performed under continuous wave signal at 3.5 GHz for an 

antenna input power of 13 W all along the exposure cycle and 

repeated at least n = 3 times per each condition in order to 

assess repeatability. 

 

B. Results 

1) SAR Measurements Uncertainty 

SAR values fitted from the initial phase of the temperature 

dynamics highly depends on the curve noise of the acquisition 

TABLE II 

SPECIFIC ABSORPTION RATE (SAR) VALUES EXTRAPOLATED IN THE CENTER OF 

EACH WELL OF TWO 6-WELL TISSUE CULTURE PLATES (LEFT AND RIGHT 

POSITIONS ON THE TOP OF THE HOLDER). DATA ARE PRESENTED AS MEAN ± 

STANDARD DEVIATION (N = 3)  

Well Left Right 

 SAR (W/kg/Pinc) 

1 1.47 ± 0.35 1.55 ± 0.06  

2 1.34 ± 0.47 1.47 ± 0.15 

3 1.47 ± 0.31 1.23 ± 0.27 

4 1.36 ± 0.14 1.37 ± 0.12 

5 1.75 ± 0.28 1.61 ± 0.28 

6 1.62 ± 0.29 1.27 ± 0.14 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 5.  Temperature elevation measured during exposure in 6-well tissue 

culture plates (TCPs) during 144-s of exposure at 13 W of incident power for 
the incubator loaded with 10 TCPs. Reproducibility is shown for 

measurements performed in (a) point #1 of the same well (n=3), (b) point #1 

of 6 wells of a TCP, and (c) points from #1 to #5 of the same well. Orange line 
in (a) indicates the fitting curve used to retrieve local SAR. Grey dashed lines 

indicate the beginning (RFon) and the end (RFoff) of the radiofrequency (RF) 

exposure. Location of points (#1 to #5) and wells is indicated in Fig. 6. 
 

 

 
 
Fig. 6.  6-well tissue culture plate used for exposure. Temperature 

measurements were performed i) in the center of each well at the location 

indicated by the number 1, and ii) at different locations in well number 4 
indicated by the numbers from 1 to 5. Distance of points 2 to 5 from point 1 (a) 

equals to ~1.5 cm, while distance from the well edge (b) equals to ~ 2 mm. 
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system. In this study, induced temperature elevation was 

exponentially fitted along the whole exposure duration, i.e., 

144 s from RF ON to RF OFF (Figs. 5,7-8). However, only the 

slope at the origin was considered for SAR calculation using 

(4).  

Fig. 5(a) shows three independent temperature 

measurements, i.e., temperature rise recorded at different 

moments in the center of the same well (point #1 of Fig. 6). ΔT 

(°C) represents the temperature variation of the liquid with 

respect to the temperature before exposure, i.e., between RF 

ON and RF OFF in Figs. 5,7-8. Temperature curves are highly 

reproducible at the same probe location and a 10% uncertainty 

on the local SAR is observed, mostly due to the noise of the 

acquired temperature rise.  

  

2) SAR Values in the 6-Well TCP  

Local SAR of the 6-well TCP (Fig. 6) was measured in the 

wells of the two TCPs (left and right positions) located on the 

top of the holder. In this case, measurements were performed 

with the chamber loaded under the requested conditions for 

biological experiments, i.e., 10 TCPs. Homogeneity of SAR 

within all the exposed wells was confirmed by measurements in 

several wells at different TCPs locations on the holder levels. 

To assess SAR homogeneity, measurements were performed: 

i) in the center of each of the six wells of the TCP (points #1 of 

Fig. 6), and ii) in 5 positions within the same well (points from 

#1 to #5 in well number 4 of Fig. 6). Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 5(c) 

reporting the corresponding results, shows a high 

reproducibility of the measurements. SAR values extrapolated 

from the first phase of the heating kinetics in six different wells 
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or in the same well are reported in Tables II and III, respectively 

(n = 3 for each location). Average local SARs in the center of 

the wells (points #1), obtained by pooling all recorded data of 

the plate in the six wells (n = 18, i.e., 3 measurements × 6 

wells) for the left and right TCP were 1.49 ± 0.17 and 1.42 ± 

0.11 W/kg/Pinc, respectively. Local SAR values measured in 

each well are reported in Table II. These results show high 

reproducibility at the same point and good homogeneity 

between the wells with a standard deviation within 15% 

suggesting that measurements are independent of the position 

within the chamber. 

Global average SAR values of a single well with a diameter 

of 34.8 mm were obtained by pooling all recorded data in the 

same well at different locations (n = 15, 3 measurements × 5 

positions). The SAR values were 1.56 ± 0.36 and 1.61 ± 

0.33 W/kg/Pinc for the well on the left and right side of the 

support, respectively. Maximal variation of SAR observed 

between the different positions considered in the well was 

within 30% (Table III). The larger variation of the results in this 

case corresponds also probably to the fact that the probe is not 

 
(a) 

 

 
 

(b) 

Fig. 8.  Temperature elevation during 144-s of exposure at 13 W of incident 
power for different incubator loads from 2 to 10 tissue culture plates (TCPs) 

for (a) 6- well and (b) 96- well TCP. The grey dashed lines indicate the 

beginning (RFon) and the end (RFoff) of the radiofrequency (RF) exposure. 
 

 

TABLE III 

SPECIFIC ABSORPTION RATE (SAR) VALUES EXTRAPOLATED IN 5 POINTS OF 

THE SAME WELL OF TWO 6-WELL TISSUE CULTURE PLATES (LEFT AND RIGHT 

POSITIONS ON THE TOP OF THE HOLDER). DATA ARE PRESENTED AS MEAN ± 

STANDARD DEVIATION (N = 3) 

Position Left Right 

 SAR (W/kg/Pinc) 

1 1.36 ± 0.14 1.37 ± 0.12 

2 1.03 ± 0.26 1.22 ± 0.12 

3 1.86 ± 0.09 1.74 ± 0.21 

4 1.87 ± 0.01 2.06 ± 0.05 

5 1.71 ± 0.17 1.7 ± 0.09 

 
 

 
 
Fig. 7.  Temperature elevation measured in 6 wells of a 96-well tissue culture 

plate during 144-s of exposure at 13 W of incident power for the incubator 

loaded with 10 TCPs. The grey dashed lines indicate the beginning (RFon) and 
the end (RFoff) of the radiofrequency (RF) exposure. 

 

 

TABLE IV 

SPECIFIC ABSORPTION RATE (SAR) VALUES AS A FUNCTION OF THE CHAMBER 

LOADING IN 6-AND 96-WELL TISSUE CULTURE PLATES (TCPS). DATA ARE 

PRESENTED AS MEAN ± STANDARD DEVIATION (N = 3) 

 Number of TCPs 

 2 4 6 8 10 

 SAR (W/kg/Pinc) 

6-well 2.91±0.05 2.13±0.54 2.14±0.17 1.93±0.06 1.8±0.31 

96-well 2.56±0.06 1.62±0.19 1.75±0.07 1.24±0.2 1.1±0.07  
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centered in the middle of the cell in positions #2 to #5. Note that 

the effect of the meniscus at the interface between the liquid 

and the plastic walls can significantly impact SAR distribution 

[44], [45]. However, this variation is compliant with values 

defined by international standards for EM waves exposures 

within the 300 MHz – 300 GHz band [46].  

 

3) SAR Values in the 96-Well TCP  

SAR was also evaluated in 16 different wells of the 96-well 

TCPs located on the top left and right side of the support. An 

example of the temperature dynamics recorded is reported in 

Fig. 7. In this case, due to the small diameter of the well (6.4 

mm), one probe location was measured per each well. SAR was 

equal to 1.07 ± 0.25 and 0.91 ± 0.3 W/kg/Pinc in the left and 

right 

plates, respectively (n = 16). SAR values are also within a 

standard deviation of about 30%.  

4) SAR Values as a Function of the Incubator Loading  

Experimental SAR was retrieved in both 6- and 96-well 

TCPs as a function of the chamber loading (n = 3 measurements 

per loading condition). Fig. 8 shows the temperature elevation 

induced in the center of one well of the exposed TCP (6- or 96- 

well) set on the top of the holder as a function of the incubator 

loading.  

When two TCPs are used, temperature elevation and 

corresponding induced SAR are higher compared to the other 

loading conditions. Loading the chamber from 2 to 10 TCPs 

introduces a non-linear SAR decrease of 38% and 57% for the 

6-and 96-well TCPs, respectively (Table IV). This is due to the 

smaller liquid volume contained in the chamber loaded with 2 

TCPs (SAR is defined as the power absorption per unit mass) 

thus higher Q-factor and E-field levels. Indeed, considering that 

SAR is proportional to    ² [42], an higher E-field implies an 

higher SAR. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this study, we have designed and characterized the first 

cell culture incubator developed as an RC for in vitro exposure 

of multiple TCPs in the mid band of the 5G telecommunication 

networks. The chamber is designed to host up to 10 TCPs under 

controlled conditions, 37°C and 5% CO2, allowing 

homogeneous EM exposure within the same type of TCP up to 

24 hours. Mechanical stirring of the EM exposure emitted by a 

printed antenna was achieved with eight 8 × 10 cm² metallic 

blades mounted on a mast continuously rotating during 

exposure.  

The RC was first experimentally characterized through 

measurements of the scattering parameter S11 of the antenna 

using a fast methodology. We showed that increasing the 

chamber loading increases the fwsc which was equal to 3.36 GHz 

and 4.5 GHz for the unloaded and loaded chamber with 10 

TCPs, respectively. This is due to the increase of the correlation 

of the stirrer positions. Consistently, the experimental Q-factor 

assessed at 3.5 GHz decreases due to losses in the chamber 

from values of approximatively 316 to 135, when the incubator 

was unloaded or loaded with 10 TCPs, respectively. 

SAR values were then assessed through measurements of the 

EM-induced temperature elevation in the samples exposed to 

3.5 GHz. Mean SAR levels in the 6-and 96-well TCPs were 

around 1.5 and 1 W/kg per watt antenna input power, 

respectively. These SAR values were obtained when the 

chamber was loaded with 10 TCPs and they were independent 

of the wells position in the chamber. Moreover, during 

exposure, the EM fields components were continuously stirred 

resulting in the achievement of SAR homogeneity with 

maximal variations lower than 30%. All the results presented in 

the paper prove the relevance of our approach aiming to convert 

a cell culture incubator into an RC. Despite the relative low 

Q-factor of the facility, the obtained results show a remarkable 

homogeneity of the results as a function of the position of the 

wells within the enclosure. This homogeneity is assumed to be 

related to the characteristics of the RC really close to be 

perfectly well-stirred at the frequency of 3.5 GHz. Therefore, 

the exposure system reported in this paper leads the way 

towards the study at cellular and molecular levels of 3.5 GHz 

5G exposures.  
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